Kirkland & Ellis LLP New York Conference Center

The New York office’s 16th anniversary, in February 2006, marked the opening of the firm’s newest conference center on the 50th floor of Citigroup Center. The facility is fully staffed with administrative and audio/visual professionals dedicated to serving the conferencing needs of clients and colleagues in New York. In addition to a fully-operational copy center devoted to supporting the facility, each of the center’s thirteen conference rooms is equipped with state-of-the-art audio/visual capabilities, including plasma screens; built-in computers; LCD projectors; high-speed Internet access; and Crestron touchpanel control systems for centrally controlling the lights, shades, screens, and a/v equipment. Four of the rooms have cutting edge video conferencing technology. At the four corners of the facility, there are large 22-person boardrooms with glass walls that turn opaque at the touch of a button to maximize privacy. Break-out rooms, equipped with computers and telephones, connect each of the four large corner boardrooms with an adjacent smaller conference room — creating a three-room suite, ideal for negotiation and mediation. The walls in the boardrooms on the south corners of the conference center open into the multipurpose rooms creating a venue for 300 people. The multipurpose rooms divide into two rooms by a “sky-fold” partition stored above the ceiling. When the partition is stored, the rooms accommodate approximately 200 people, ideal for presentations, conferences, receptions and formal dining. With built-in videoconferencing units and speakers, dual video projectors hidden above the ceiling on motorized lifts, four drop-down video screens and wireless tabletop microphones; the multipurpose rooms, and each of the center’s other eleven conference rooms, offer the functionality and flexibility our clients demand and expect.